FIXED POINTS FOR DISCONTINUOUS QUASI-MONOTONE MAPS IN Rn
It is known that / has maximal and minimal fixed points in Kn if /: Kn -» Kn and / is monotone increasing.
In this paper, a weaker condition, namely quasi-monotonicity, is considered and it is proved that the above mentioned conclusion is still true if / is either quasi-monotone and 1. Introduction. Let (X, P) be an ordered Banach space with a positive cone P C X (see [1] and [4] ), un, vo e X with uo < ^o and F: [uo, t>o] -► X be increasing (i.e., Fx < Fy for x < y). Then it is well known that F has both maximal and minimal fixed points in [wo,^o] if "o < Fu0, Fvo < vo and every chain has a least upper bound in X. The same result is evidently true if we replace monotonicity by
Fy -Fx > -a(y -x) for all y > x and some a > 0 (see [5] ). In case X = R and P = R+ (1.1) implies that
It is this simple observation which leads to the present paper. In fact, we can improve condition (1.1) considerably in this direction in case X = Rn. We recall that F : X -► X is said to be quasi-monotone (increasing) if y > x,
x* e P* and x*(y-x) = 0 imply x*(Fy-Fx) > 0; where P* = {x* G X* : x*(x) > 0 for all x e P}. In case X = Rn and P = R£, / = (A,..., /") : Rn -R" is quasi-monotone iff fi(xi,... ,xn) is nondecreasing in Xj,j ^ i, for every i. For an /: R -» R, we define f(x + 0), the upper-right limit, to be limsupy_:i.+0 f(y). Similarly, we define f(x + 0), f(x -0) and f(x -0), the lower-right, upper-left and lower-left limits, respectively. For /: R" -► R" and {ei,e2,... ,en}, the standard base for R", we let D+fi(x), the upper-right Dini derivative about i to be
Analogously, we define D+fi(x), D fi(x), and D-fi(x) the lower-right, upper-left and lower-left Dini derivatives about i. We also let Kn = {x e R" : 0 < Xi < 1 for every i}.
As a preparation, we first consider the case X = R in the following section. at every x except at points of an enumerable set.
3. The general case X = Rn. For /: Kn -* Rn we consider the following conditions (3.1) min{D+/j(x),jD_/j(x)} >-co for all x € Kn and 1 < i < n, It is also clear that a quasi-monotone map /: Kn -► Rn (even /: Kn -► Kn) may not have a fixed point. The following theorem shows that a combination of quasi-monotonicity with one of the conditions (3.1) and (3.2) is good enough to guarantee the existence of fixed points. THEOREM 2. Let f: Kn -» R" be quasi-monotone, satisfy (3.1). Furthermore, suppose that 0 < fi(x -x¿e¿) and /¿(x + (1 -x¿)ej) < 1 on Kn for all 1 < i < n. Then f has a maximal and a minimal fixed point in Kn-PROOF. For x G R" and 1 < k < n -1 let xk = (xk+i,..., xn). Consider Ai(x1) = {teJ:t<fi(t,x1)} and Ti(xx) = supA^x1).
By the proof of Theorem 1 we have
Ti(x*) e Ai(x*) and even T^x1) = /^(x1),!1).
Since / is quasi-monotone, x1 < y1 implies Ti(xx) G Ai (y1) and therefore Ti(xx) < Tiiy1). Now let A2(x2) = {teJ:t<f2(Ti(t,x2),t,x2) and T2(x2) = supA2(x2).
Since Ti is increasing, (3.1) yields (2.1) for f2(Ti(-,x2), -,x2), hence T2(x2) e A2(x2) and T2(x2) = f2(Ti(T2(x2),x2),T2(x2),x2).
By repeating this argument we finally get a fixed point x* of / with x*n-l = Tn-l(x*n), xn-2 = Tn-2(xn-l,xn), ^d s0 onNow suppose that y is another fixed point of / in Kn. Then Vi^Titi1), hence y2 < f2(Ti(y2,y2),y2,y2) and therefore y2 < T2(y2). Proceeding this way we finally get yn < xn, hence y < x*, and therefore x* is the maximal fixed point of / in Kn ■ If we let Bi(xl) = {t e J : fi(t,xl) < t} and S^x1) = inf B^x1), then it is clear that the same procedure yields the minimal fixed point of /. Q.E.D. Since Corollary 1 can also be proved by defining first A = {x G J: x > /(x)}, and then proving x* = sup A G A, analogous to the proof of Theorem 2 we now have COROLLARY 2. Let f: Kn -* R" be such that (3.2) is satisfied, -f is quasimonotone and fi(x -Xiei) < 0 and 1 < /¿(x + (1 -Xt)e¿) on Kn for all 1 < i < n. Then f has maximal and minimal fixed points in Kn ■ REMARK. It remains open whether the results in this paper can be extended to the case X -l°° or V for some p > 1.
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